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Fruit fly
fascinates
SJSU prof
By Brenda Vesko
Daily staff writer
While many Mountain VICK’
residents cringed and covered
their cars when a male Mediterranean fruit fly was discovered in
that city early thiv month, biology
Professor Ronald Stecker. coordinator of SJSU’s entomology
program. saw a unique opportunity.
"I find it interesting as a biologist to see a contemporary
problem like this take place in an
urban area," Sleeker said last
week.
Friday night, Stecker filmed
the aerial spraying of Mountain
View. which was dowsed with
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Ronald Sleeker
. itudrev inerth
590 gallons of mixture of corn
syrup and the pesticide malathion, according to the State Department of Food and Agriculture. The spraying was an attempt
to destroy the medtly population,
which could threaten crops and
other vegetation in the area.
Steckel. a 5ff -year-old SJSU
alumnus w hi) began teaching at
the university in 1963, has trailed
See FRUIT FLY. page 8

’Cheating’ policy explained
By Brenda esko
Daily staff writer
Many students try it. Professors all despise it
Get caught doing it. and you’ve committed aca
demi’: suicide.
Cheating.
"Academic Dishonesty and its Consequences" is the title of a new pamphlet being distributed on campus this week by SJSU’s Student
Services Division to infiirm faculty and students
about the university’s policy for cheating.
The policy divides academic dishonesty into
two categories: cheating and plagiarism
The pamphlet defines cheating as "the act of
obtaining or attempting to obtain credit for academic work through the use of dishonest. deceptive or fraudulent means." Plagiarism is "representing the work of someone else as your own
and submitting it to fulfill academic requirements...
The pamphlet is the first of its kind on the
SJSU campus. and is the work of the Academic
Senate’s financial and student affairs committee
and the Student Services Division, dean’s office.

For the 1988-89 school year. 41 instances of
academic dishonesty - 35 of cheating and six of
plagiarism
were reponed by faculty to the
dean.
Of those 41. three resulted in suspension for
one year. according to Moran.
The office of Student Services hopes to make
the process of dealing with incidents of cheating
easier for faculty as well as students.
"Up until a year ago, professors really had to
wing it. in terms of what they thought would be
an appropriate response to cheating in their class Moran said.
The gray areas of the policy center around
The Academic Senate. made up of student and cheating. she said. Many students don’t fully unfaculty representatives, passed an official policy derstand what it encompasses.
on academic dishonesty in Nov. 19147. That polFor example, some students believe that it’s
icy was subsequently approved and accepted by OK to submit work for one course when it was
SJSU President Gail Fullerton.
presented previously in another. According to the
The dean of Student Service% has the job of re- policy, if that practice is contary to the rules of eicording incidents of dishonesty and. if necessary, ther course, it’s considered cheating.
implementing administrative sanctions in severe
"In addition to making the policy available.
cases. like repeat violations. said Meredith we’ve tried to elaborate. by trying to provide
Moran, assistant to the dean ot Student Services
See (*HEATING, page 8

Some students believe
it’s OK to submit work
for one course when it
was presented previously
in another.
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Kirsti Vomtind, a junior majoring in recreation and leisure studies, right. is the unsuspecting target in a cold war

AIDS awareness
goal of program
By Greg Haas
Daily staff writer
So far. educating SJSU students
about the AIDS epidemic has been
kind of like fishing with a shoe tree
In other words. SJSU officials
have been using the wrong tools. a
university health educator said.
So in (ktober, university officials
will begin visiting residence halls.
fraternities and sororities to try to
raise students’ awareness
Students usually receive inadequate information about Acquired
Immune Deficiency Syndrome. said
SJSU health educator Oscar Hat
tle.AIDS educators need to provide
information beyond lust the simple
medical aspects of the disease. he
said.
The plans are tentative right now..
hut educators intend to train students
to give presentations on AIDS. to
show films anti to min peer -group
discussions.
They "need to deal with things on
student terms." which means talking about relationship issues and
creating an atmosphere conducive to
discussions on AIDS. Rattle said.
"They need to talk about
relationships. responsibility to oneself and responsibility to significant
others," he said "Students don’t
want to listen to lectures on AIDS
They "don’t want to hear about
dangers.’ he said.Therefore, educa-

lion needs to be geared to the levels
of student it it is to he successful.
Battle said
There needs to he j vehicle or a
"certain place on campus" for stu
dents to talk about AIDS. he said
Residence halls arid fraternittes
will he informed that the program is
available. said Nit/ %Iota) ar. co
chairman for the Sitidr:rit Health Ad
visory Committee (SHA(..i.
"We are willing to go any
where.’ and start with anyone. Mo
tayar said
"Vv’e will ask for permission to go
to the (Spartan, Pub to hand out
pamphlets... he said
"We will discuss all aspects ot
medical. social. psychoAIDS
logical. economical and political.liasically. the
Montayar said.
focus is prevention and education
The discussions will he Called 011
hy "peer educatiirs.’ ’ or students,
trained by SHAC. Montayar said.
al lectures
SH AC is avoiding f
and seminar% about AIDS
informal
provide
"Our goal is to
ado ’ties.’ Motayar said .
Shia! presentation% and peer gnitip discussions. or rap sessions.
will he sonie of the activities
planned, Motayar said.
Fraternities and student club% play
a role in education. Rattle said.
"We need to get students III
VOIVed... he said.

Volume 93. No. 8

Demonstration
commemorates
Chinese deaths
By Valerie Junger
Day staff writer
The 100th day atter the Tianan111CH SqUilte massacie was commemorated Monday hy the SJSU chapter
of Amnesty International. which or
g.aniied a one -day rally and set up its
own replica of the "democracy
wall’. in front of the Student Union
From 10 a.m. to 3 p.m., students
were invited to sign petitions and to
contribute support message% to the
"democracy wall.’ while
ing at
a display of collected literature illustrating the bloody crackdown in
China
Donations were accepted. and
students were encouraged to wear
black armbands as symbol% of grief.
The collected messages on the
\\all were to be sent to the San Francisco Chinese Consulate. according

’The voices of the
6,000 students that
were killed won’t go
unheard.’
Cherryl Dela Cruz,
Group spokeswoman

"The United States is one of the
only countries in which we can do
this (hold a public protest) and not
fear the repercussions." said William Chang. one of the organi/ers
As far as getting a response from
the Chinese students on campus.
Related photo
page 6 Chang added that those he had
talked to thought the rally was all in
to talk Vander/v. aag. events coor- vain and that it wouldn’t change
dinator for the campus Amnesty In- anything.
ternational chapter
However. the SJSU Chinese StuAt the time of the event, officials
Association offered help by
from the organtiation said then ulti- dent
banners for Monday’s disdrawing
mate goal was to show support to the
students who are still protesting in play.
China
For people who want to send di"The voices ot the 6.000 students rect telegram% to Chinese governthat were killed won’t go unheard." ment official.. an MOO number has
said Cherry! Dela Ow. chairwoman been set up to enable interested parties to protest recent events in
of the group
China The r lllll iher is I -1401144101Some students were disappointed
5 ’ff4
ith the amount ol suppoo shown
h% SJSU students and wished 11101e
This is not a general information
people would get involved
number

periwig
protests
aborted

Student protester carries avkii a sign from the failed

By Anne Dirjrnovic
Daily staff wr.ter
The balloon rides. the bands and
the Rec Center revelry. were not enjoyed by all at the Friday grand
opening
SIVIlle SJSI. I student% attended the
festivities to make other% aware of
their grievances concerning Rel:
Center COSI overruns. Rut the protes
ters’ %I/ICeS werenI heard while
leaders addressed the crowd and the
SJSU Symphonic Rand played on
"Our message got across. but the
true impact wasn’t maile,’ said Arne/e Washington. who founded Student% for Public Accountability. an
organi/ation formed to overcome
student indifference and to provide a
front for those who want to make
their opinions known
The SFPA’s aim was not to "obstruct the opening." Washington
said. hut was to let university officials know "the students haven’t
forgotten about the overruns "
About
100 student% roamed
through the crowd passing out fliers
that listed their grievances and inviting others to join theni
Associated Students Vice PresiAaiiNolienoorrs Daily staff photographer dent Jim Walters knew the SFPA
planned to protest Friday.
Rec Center protest
See PROTFST. page 8
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Editorial

Your correct:
We screwed up
it was hoUnd It) happen.
The Spartan Daily found a grammatical
error in a bookstore Ilier and wrote about it
critically.
Two weeks later, of course, we ended
up making that same error.
The episode is embarrassing. and even
a little humorous. But it makes a point
about the Daily that ntany people on campus may have realized: We are not perfect.
It was a Ilier from the Spartan Shops.
Inc. that got this whole thing started. The
paper listed sale and other information; it
included the statement "We’re glad your
back!"
The line had a grammatical mistake.
The "your" should have been spelled
"you’re" so that it would have the same
meaning as "you are."
Eventually. the advertisements were
corrected. but that didn’t stop Forum Editor Steven Musil from making note of the
error in his Aug. 28 column.
And sure enough. last Friday’s forum
page contained the same your/you’re error.
The article was about drunken drivers.
The phrase "Your being arrested for driving under the influence of alcohol" was
used both in the story and in a headline.
The Daily has 14 reporters and 10 editors this semester. The entire staff is made
up of journalism students -- many of
whom have not worked on a newspaper before coming to the Daily.
Most errors are caught before they find
their way into the paper. But some messups are bound to slip through.

nikterstiftem
C IZACK

Letter to the Editor

Keep Rec open to students
Editor ,
My thanks and congrmulations to Christine Strandberg for taking action on nehalf of SJSI.1 students in the
Rec Center debate. During the past four years I can remember times when working out in the morning or afternoon wasn’t possible because classes were being held
in the weight room, SPX 202. until 4 p.m.
Now. all students and faculty can enjoy our Rec
Center’s fitness room most anytime. In response to
chairman Bryants concern that students be offered
"quality instructional opportunities in state-of-the-art
facilities." he needn’t be worried because I’ve seen the
Rec Center’s staff people go all out to instruct and help
anyone who asks.
I’m enrolled in a weight training class that was
scheduled to work out in the Rec Center. Everyone
seemed a little disappointed when we were nioved to
SPX 202B.
still getting a great work out there, plus
I feel better knovving that the 30 ot us aien’t taking up
the space that more than 100 people people fill in the
Rec Center’s fitness room.
On the other hand. I am also one of about 40 students in the aerobics glav. that meets in the Rec Center.
Since the aerobic r000m is often empt!, and designed for
aerobics. I think human pertOrmance aerohii. lasso.
should he allowed to continue there.
April Young
Senior
Humanities

Editorials

Letters to the Editor

Editorials, which Uppedir Olt lite upper leji-hand
iide of this page’, eipreAv the opinion of a majority
ol the Spartan Daily editorial hoard. The editorial
bluird is rowdy up of the editors of the Daily.

//ii .1/hotoo Mot\
onic, i.etter% to the Editor.
All letters may be edited lot grammar. Ithel alit! length.
The writer’ name. maim 1,,,, level atul home number
(not Jor publication) should a, , ompotts all letters. !Althe Spat Ian 1)111%* nettlroom in
ters Call be delieeeed
Wahlastist l.ibrars North 104
I0 the Starlets:1’Mo,, inlOrmation desk

Personal nghts
professional rights
Imagine sitting before a panel of interviewers shooting questions at you.
"How do you feel about gun control?"
"Do you belong to any political or ethnic organiza
lions?"
"What is your stance on abortion?
No, you aren’t running for public office. You are a
journalist looking for a job. And if you don’t mind giving up one of your Constitutional rights, then you’re
hired.

An issue that is fizzling. but sadly not
yet dead. is the U.S. Supreme Court’s
ruling that American flag burning is
permissible under the Constitution as
freedom of expression.
The heated public opposition,
patronization by much of Congress, and
President Bush’s visible sincerity in
condemning the ruling have stretched
further than many people would imagine.
My mother. who was involved in many
aspects of the Chicano Power movement of
the late 1960s and early 1970s, surprised
me the most.
1 mistakenly told her I thought the
Supreme Court made the right decision.
She became furious.
"We’re losing our sense of’
symbolism," she said emotionally. "If the
people don’t want any nag burning, they
shouldn’t get any!"
She did everything short of accusing
me of being a sick nag arsonist and refused
to discuss the matter further.
My mother’s reaction, and that of
much of the American society,
demonstrates the basic inconsistency
underlying much of our values. We get
flamingly angry that some suburban
malcontent burns a flag because it
symbolizes freedom and many young men
have died in its name.
It horrifies us that someone would
destroy a symbol we hold dear. I feel the
same way, in reverse, whenever I hear the
word "nigger."
I hate that word because it symbolizes
so much.

Anne Dujmovic
Journalists who teel compelled to take political
stands mav as well enter another profession. In newsrooms across the country. reporters are being told to
keep their opinions to themselves.
The Ness, York Times discourages its reporters from
participating in any political activities. At the Washington Post, such a policy exists no matter what field a reporter
cover. according to a recent article in Time
magazine.
Newspapers are often accused of being slanted.
They are. In trying to present itself as an objective
newspaper. the Post has taken away a fundamental right
trom its reporters. It’s known as the First Amendment.
New% organi/ations are depriving their staff of the
freedom ot speech. expression. and of peaceful assembly. Journalist or activist? I never thoug,ht I would have
to choose. It’s a choice no one should have to make.
In journalism courses. instructors tell you to be ob.
lective. present the fads. and to not allow any personal
opinions to enter your story . Save those for the editorial
page. That is understandable.
But what journalists. as well as others. do in their
private lives is just that. To be completely objective is
impossible. Humans are opinionated animals. Because
the barrage of information that the public receives
conies from other people. nothing can be said to he truly
unbiased.
That’s why reporters also learn to use multiple
sources. Readers are presented with many sides so they
can form their own opinions.
News organizations need to trust their reporters’
judgment. Good reporters are able to put their personal
t,,esetliein.gs aside when covering a story. Anil if they can’t,
then they need to abstain from covering that specific
A reader wrote to TlIlle magazine suggesting that all
reporters be required to make their opinions public
knowledge
Sure. Maybe the Post could publish an index of personal profiles of its staff. They could include a reporters childhood history. religious and political affiliations. and marital status.
Then after reading an article. the public could tum to
that writer’s profile and determine whether the article
was biased.
()r maybe each story should be accompanied by a
warning: The above commentary was written by a single, Catholic. Irish-croation liberal who voted for the
Peace and Freedom candidate in the last presidential
election out of disgust for Dukakis and Bush.
Journalists do have an obligation to the public. They
should strive to provide new% and information objectively. But news organizations that take away reporters’
rights of free speech and expression are hypocritical.
Journalists shouldn’t be punished for exercising their
Constitutional rights. And they shouldn’t have to choose
another profession to exercise those rights.
Anne Diamorie is a Daily staff writer.

Columns
( ol000rs are written by tnember.s of the Spartan
!hull volt They retie, t the opinion of the writer only
rleucesiarth representative of the Ilets*Spaper. pmitum.

find al e

Campus Voice
s,//

community residents are invited
to snake (licit , omen’s and interests known through
Campus l’oit t ’damns. If. there is an issue or idea you
would li4c
iie about, columns can be submitted to
the t i)I
lama’ at Wahlystist Library Al(will 104.

It symbolizes legally raped women and
flesh ripped to shreds by whips. It
sytnbolizes a lost culture and the
systematic imposition of self-hate by one
people on another. It symbolizes
Hollywood’s "yessa bosS" and Amos and
Andy.
I still hear the word used by people I
associate with, and still hear drivers
shouting it out their car windows when I
walk with my African -American friends.
No one who isn’t black could possibly
imagine what that word does to them
inside, when used against them by an
outsider.
My gut reaction is that the word should
be banned and anybody uttering it should
he imprisoned, or more effectively, shot.
But that’s what I feel. It’s not what I
believe is right.
The Constitution is a higher power than
myself. The founders, I believe, had more
sense than I do. They were more educated
and knew what it was like to live under a
repressive system. Much more than we
today could ever know.
And the Constitution says clearly.
"Congress shall make no law ... abridging
the freedom of speech." No law. Period. It
does not say: "no law except when it
comes to nag burning."
That is the law of the land.
We can talk about our patriotic soldiers
dying for the flag, but what they really
died for is the Constitution. The document
is the oldest of its kind and the most
durable among the world’s nations. It’s a
huge portion of the American foundation
that has kept our country together for more
than 200 years. It is worth dying for.
And that’s why the Constitution allows
some hall-baked wacko to burn the flag.
That’s why it allows sick psuedo-Nazis to
disribute hate mail to confused teenagers.
And that’s also why I believe someone has
the right to say the "IN- word.
li’s a wonder people don’t get as riled
about that awful word as they do over flag
burning. Or why they don’t get riled over
Na7is and Commies and pornography and
trash TV.
But that’s good ol’ American
inconsistency.
Yes. I too believe there should be a
Constitutional amendment that would
outlaw the desecration of our sacred
national symbol: the Constitution of the
United States of Ainerica.
E. Alark Moreno is the Life & the Arts
Editor.
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SpartaGuide

News
SpartaGuide is a daily calendar availaDte to
SJSU student faculty and stall organizations al
no Charge
Forms may be obtained in the Spartan Daily
Ike, Room
Wahlouist Library North at
San it/1140W WO OUqh streets. or at the Student Uwe, Informahon Center No phoned-in
items will be accepted I he deadline is n0017 10,
Friday noon tor Mon.
the lolk-hving day s
day s (fatty
The Daily will attempt to enter each dem a
day before the event. as wee as the day ol the
event t imited space may force a reduction in
the number ol insertions

Cadets get training, higher pay
By Greg Haas
Deify stan writer
So you want a job on campus that
you can fit around your classes’?
The Student Union cafeteria and
the Spartan Bookstore offer such
employment
but the pay is not
much higher than minimum wage.
A job as a cadet for the University
Police Department, on the other
hand, pays nearly double the minimum wage and includes intensive
training that allows students to gain
experience toward law enforcement
jobs when they are out of college.
The cadet training program begins
Sept. 30 with the application deadline and lasts nine weeks. according
to cadet Sgt. Kevin Cooper.
The program was developed by
the administration of justice department to provide training for jobs in
law enforcement, Cooper said.
"Training (occurs) so they can go
on to be police officers... he said.
The program offers contacts with
police departments and provides extensive training for the cadet. Participants learn what will be required for
interviews and gain experience they

can cite on a resume, Coorcr said.
The cadets "provide an extra
rit for low level
force. an extra a
security jobs." said 1111) I.t. Shannon Maloney..
The 1.111 ) security jobs handled hy
cadets include helping in investiga
firms, operations, communications
and security at dorms and special
events. Cooper said.
"The cadets are not encouraged
to participate lin an arrest) unless the
officer needs help. ’
couraged to participate tin an arrest)
unless the officer needs help...
The program is one of the highest paying student assistant jobs on
campus. Cooper said The pay is
$7101 an hour, and hours are flexible for student schedules.
The students’ schedule is important because one program requireMent for participants that they attend
school.
"You need to be enrolled in
school somewhere in this area,"
Cooper said.
The intensive training starts at
school with the application and re-

cruitment phase. Cooper said
During the first three to foul
weeks of the semester, applications
are collected Recruitment begins
with physical agility tests, Cooper
said. If applicants pass the agility
test. they go lor an interviev,

TODAY
MEChA: Orientation, 7 p m Wahlguist
brary North Room 307 Call 275-8033
Campus Ministry: Prayer and sharing. 7 30
a.m . Campus Christian Center Call 2982134
Fantasy and Strategy Club: Open gaming
leveryone welcome). 6 pm SU upper
pad Ca11924-7097
Department of Meteorology: Seminar. 4
p m Duncan Hall Room 615 Call 924-5200
Christian Science College Organization:
Meeting, 11 30 am. SU Montalvo Room
Call 926.8644
Campus Dernocrats: Meeting, 11 30 a m
S U Pacheco Room Call 978-2866.

Once they pass all the tests. me
cadets begins four weeks ot classes
techniques and law enforcement.
Cooper said. The next four to Ilse
weeks consist of field training.
which ink lodes handling UPD dis
patching. vehicle patrol. foot patml
and taking security posts. he said
The recruits become cadets attei
finishing the semester, Cooper said
Cadets then begin voirking on Call]
pus and/or send out applications ti
police agencies, lie said.
Anyone interested in the progfirm
can contact UPI) for further Odin
[nation.

Career Planning and Placement Center
Resume preparation 2 30 pm SU Gua
dalupe Room
SJSU Art Department Galleries: F
Enrque Chagoya and Dewey Crum.
pier,- 11 a m -4 p m Art Department Gallery
1 Call 924-4346
Soccer Club: Meeting (new members wei
come), 4 30 pm SU Pacheco Room Car
292-4320
Associated Students Leisure Services:
deadline for horseback riding class signups.
4 30 pm AS Business Office Call 924.
5961
Rotarect Service Club. Information tables
am SU front Ca11924 7923
Mu alpha Gamma Student Magazine Association: Meeting. 4 45 p m Wahlguist L
brary North. Room 131 Call 292.5574
Golden Key: Bake sale 8 am. SU Cali
(415)967 3582
VovINam: Martial art practice. 9 p m Spartan Complex Room 202 Call 378-8966 or
295.7125

Physics DeparUnent: Seminar spostior
Dr Paui t ovoi. t 30 p m Duncan HOC
HOOM 251 CaN 924-5267
PRIMA: PRSSA Day. 5p m Tower KM
lawn area CaIII415) 656-5853
Gay, Lesbian, Bisexual Alliance (GALA):
Discusston. 4 30 pm SU Costanoan
Room Call 236 2002
SJSU Sal Club: Meeting. 730 pm, The
Chapel Call 773 1018
Career Planning and Placement Center:
Marketing your industrial technology degree 11 am SU I oma Pneta Room Call
924 6030
Career Planning and Placement Center:
Interview preparation 12 30 pm ,SU Costanoan Room For more inforrnahon can
924-6030

SJSU Art Department Galleries: ExhibtTHURDSDAY
lion- Enrique Chagoya and Dewey CrumRotaract Serkike Club: Information tables pler, ’llam-4pm. Art Department Gallery
1 Ca11924-4346
11 am SU front Call 924 7923

INCLUDES COMPLIMENTARY COOKEDTO-ORDER
BREAKFAST AND PRE-GAME CHEERS HOUR.
Thi,
let the teiiiii .it ),
ti
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trice care of v:ori at our special ASU rate. Y(xi’ll enjoy a luxurious suite, ,g),irkling
whirlpool and sixi, tennis
ci worts, and gr sinnet cinsine. We’ll also give you a free ride

to multi% im the .iirp) irt. And on your first night, we’ll
treat yiiti )
inibeatahle, freshly-baked
choct ’late chip ci
So no matter who yoii’re
pulling for tin the field, stay
with us. Yt xi’re sure to become
a fan. Rate is per rutin), per night; Friday,
Saturday and Si ind. ; ;ind si ibject to availability.
Offer expires 12/ 31 /89. Ask ahi
OW special group packitgeS. 602-225-05N. 320
irtli 44tli Street, PI it ienix,
AZ 85008.

SJSU could
buy church
for expansion

California State University. There
are no plans yet as to how the extra
land would he used.
Also in the planning stages is an
effort to build a new humanities
building that will add needed faculty:
offices, classroonrs and labs to the
Plans to meet the needs of the campus, according to Okerlund.
growing number of students on campus plans that include the possible purchase of more land around
were discussed
the university
Monday in the Academic Senate.
Executive Vice President J
Handel Evans and Academic Vice
President Arlene Okerlund proposed
SJSU’s Campus Democrats were
plans that would expand the SJSU presented with a commendation
campus to accommodate more stu- from the Santa Clara County Board
dents in coming years.
of Supervisors Wednesday, when
the board announced a resolution
In the works now, according to
praising the group for its public
Evans, is an effort to amend the state service ventures.
budget so the university can receive
The resolution was presented by
extra funds to purchase the church
across fnwm the 10th Street parking Rod Diridon. an SJSU alumnus and
garage. In order to receive the addi- chairman of the Board of Supervitional money, SJSU must get the ap- sors. at the beginning of the bexly’s
proval of the state legislature and regular Wednesday meeting.
Gov. Deukmejian.
The Campus Democrats has been
Negotiations are taking place now involved in several volunteer projects over the last year, including
in the California State Senate.
The extra money would conic painting the Julian Street Inn home
from capital outlay bonds that are less shelter and helping the kitchen
controlled by the chancellor of the staff at the 1.1rhan Ministry shelter

Campus Democrats
get commendation
for charity service

MP.

DOUBLEFREE SUITES
At The Phoenix Gateway Center
1-800-528-0444
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Vincent election appears likely
Fay VinMII WAUKEE (AP)
cent. the lormer movie studio head
who came to baseball last year as A.
lianlett Giamatti’s deputy, will be
elected con lllll %%loner on Thursday.
The Associated Press has teamed.
Vincent most probably will be
elected to a 41/2 -year term. until April
I 1994, said a source familiar with
the owners’ plans. who spoke on the
condition that he not be identified.
"It will be smooth. simple. No
opposition," the source said on
Monday.
A quarterly Mint meeting of
American League and National
League owners is scheduled for
Thursday at Milwaukee. Baseball’s
executive committee,
nine -man
which has been running the sport
since Giamatti’s death on Sept. I .
was scheduled to meet Tuesday at
Milwaukee and the owners from
each league will meet separately
today.
A commissioner can be elected
only during a joint meeting of the
leagues and must receive three-quarters of the votes. including at least
five from each league.
Vincent. 51. is the former chairman and chief executive officer of
Columbia Pictures Industries Inc.
He joined Columbia in 1978 after

’He’s a very able,
proven executive.
He seems to be very
frank, very honest,
very open.’
Peter O’Malley,
os Angeles Dodgers President
David Begelman. the former chairman, was found to have forged
checks.
Los Angeles Dodgers president
Peter O’Malley and New York Mets
president Fred Wilpon both praised
Vincent on Monday but declined it)
predict what the owners would do.
"Although a lot of us have known
him only nine months, he has impressed us more and more as we’ve
gotten to know him," said O’Malley, who is on the eXeCUtiVe council.
"He’s a very able, proven executive. He seems to he very frank,
very honest. very open.’
Wilpon, who owns 50 percent of
the Mets, said he first was intro-

tluced it) Vincent by Giamatti ,eve
la, years ago at a Mets game.
"I’m certainly very much in support of Fay Vincent as a person and
as One who had the qualifications
and qualities a commissioner should
have," Wilpon said. "He’s a very
intpressive guy and has an impres.
sive background. He’s intuitive. has
very high integrity. He’s thoughtful
and very bright. He’s a nice person.
Sometimes it’s very hard to find a
person who’s both good and nice."
Vincent. who lives in Greenwich,
Conn., managed to keep a low profile in the movie industry. concentrating on the financial end of the
business. Unlike Giamatti. a former
president of Yale University. and
Peter Ueberroth, head of the Los
Angeles Olympic Organizing Committee. Vincent has never been in
the public spotlight.
That doesn’t bother Wilpon.
"The job itself will make him a
much more public person because of
the nature of job." the Mets owner
said.
The executive council, meeting
by conference call the day after Giamatti’s death, named Vincent acting
commissioner, an infonnal title that
doesn’t exist under the Major
League Agreement.

Elston, former 49er, dead at 70
SAN FRANCISCO (AP)
Arthur W. "Dutch" F.Iston, an
original San Francisco 49er and
0.1. Simpson’s junior college
ftx)tball coach. died Sunday of
cancer. He was 70.
Elston. a native of Toledo.
Ohio, played with the Forty
Niners from 1946-48 as a center
and linebacker after service in the
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a Spartan in an informal workout. It will be a rebuilding year for S.ISt after last season’s walkout.

New band of Spartans elude
watchful eye of head coach
ity Doris K. Ferreira
writer
More than 25 basketball players
are battling tor positions on a team
that lust last season had all but lour
players throw in the towel in dis
gust
S.ISt f men’s basketball progiam
is recuperating from the sears ot the
Bill Berry walkout era. in v% Inch 111
player% boycotted the
on Jan.
I h because ot the forme! coach
One indication is an over abundance ot athletes unrested in playing
lor the Spartans There ale up to ’0
team slots asailiable and there is an
oyerwhelming amount in walk on
players i I 11
Howeyei, the possibility of being
cut. or not getting much playing
time. has in no way lessened the en
thusiasin of the playeis who ale
%kinking hard in pre -season condi
boning
And strangely enough. the pros
pect of playing tor a team in the first
year of a rebuilding process fiasn’t
dampened the players’ spirits
On the contrary. the players. most
ot which just met each other re
%Truly. are pulling togethei as a team
and are eager to begin pray ihe on
(K.t 15
which happens to he new
head coach Shin Morriwin’s birth
day.
Morrison’s most eagerly awaited
present from the players will he a
11.111Ce to see thelll play for lite %try
lost time
a present he has been
patiently assailing since he accepted
the coaching posmon April 4
According to NCAA rules.
coach is not allowed hold formal
practice% or even YYiitch scntriniages
initiated by the team members.
Although it s been difficult. Morrison ha, Triosied the tirge to peek in
at the players’ informal practices
The only gauge he has for nica
%ming him. the team is shaping up is
in the preseason conditioning workout%
"I know that a few (coaches) do
Dady staff

MAC & PC
RENTALS
If The Computer Lab
is Full or Closed,For
Term Papers,
Homework,resumes,
& other needs ...
FROM HOURLY TO
SEMESTER RATES

peek... Morrison %aid. "Hut I won’t
because I have to set a good example
tot my players, and if I break the
rules I’m sending them a message
that s OK to do so.’
So far Morrison has only seen two
of the players in action And of
those. only one in person.
"I have seen only Terry Cannon
play on the court out of all tny reeruits.’ ’ Morrison said "I based
incest
my recruiting selections on
int
lion from my assistants and
from knoWlegahle friends in the
field
Morrison saw another recruit.
Shane McCullough. im a film. Morrison called up the 6 -foot 7 foreward
at his home in Washington and
asked him liovi he looked in blue
and gold.

that I was sending
him a plane ticket to come out here
to play tor the
because I wanted I
Spartans. Morrison said "And
he’s here
And many of the other players are
looking forwatil to rebuilding the
basketball program with Morrison
Robert Dunlap, a 6 -loot- I I center
told

him
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In what will surely be the easiest test of your
intellect this term, Apple invites you to try winning a free
Applefi Macintoshfi Plus personal computer merely by
finding it in this drawing.
We’ll even give you a hint: It’s not the table, the
lamp, or the chair. Now you’re on your own.
To register, look for contest details in the Spartan
Bookstore, Computer Department.
But do it really, really fast. Because only one
Macintosh is being given away at SJSU, and it’s going to
happen soon.
Soon, as in right away. Pronto. Quick-like.
But hey, you can take ’a hint.

NEW BUSINESS
Program Board, RGA
AS 8990-21,
I lomecoming (fiscal item)
AS 8990-24,
Removal of Directors

10/ student discount

Computers To Go
CALL 408/746-2945

LAVA

WALL -Saleiile
SPEAKERS i

Jeff No% itsk% a 6 toot- I I forward nom Daly City is also confident that the new coaching staff can
only he positive for the program
"I don’t think that they could
lime picked a better guy it) coach.
Nox mks said "He’s really instilled
positiye attitude In all of us."
And the f :ICI that Morrison ha% yet
to see his athletes on the court hasn’t
phased the players.
Many of them think this will give
them unbiased judgment from the
coaching staf f.
1 he best aspect ()I’ coming into a
new program is that the coach
doesn’t know anything athrut everyone." said Ed Fairly, a walk-on candidate. "So we all have something
to prove. and we all have to work
hard

MONEY FOR COLLEGE
ICALL
ANYTIME

out of attending Utah State.
"The reason Simpson was able
to score 54 touchdowns and become so highly recruited as a jaycee player is that Elston used him
as a triple threat a runner, receiver and kick returner," said
Rush. Simpson went from CCSF
to superstardom at Southern Cal
and with the Buffalo Flills.

If you can find a Macintosh
in this fflpm,we might put one
in yours. Free.

Tetas ysho WJS reisuited by Berry, was surprised to get the information about the walkout on the
evening news.
"I had no warning. and Berry
never even called to explain." Dunlap said. "But it’s actually been a
better switch, I like this coach a

FREESCHOLARSHIP INFORMATION FOR
STUDENTS WHO NEED
Financial Aid Regardless

Army Air Corps. He coached at
Mission High School before serving as City College of San Francisco head football coach from
1962 until his retirement in 1984.
He also taught swimming, baseball and golf.
Current CCSF football coach
George Rush said Elston recruited Simpson after talking him

Somebody’s ping to win a free Macintosh.

Spartan Bookstore Computer Department
408/924-1809
Chedc with us about our "Back to School Bundles"
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Injuries hamper secondary; Jammers miss opening exhibition
three may not play in opener
As part ot the Recreation and Event Center’s
grand opening ceremonies on Saturday. sports fans
were supposed to be treated to a glimpse of their new
basketball team.
But the San Jose Jammers never showed up.
"I don’t know why," said Patrick Wiley. associate executive director for the Student Union
"They just didn’t show up."
David Cortese. general manager of the Jammers,

By Robert Louis Mallard
Daily staff writer

The Spartans will open the season
on Saturday evening against Ari/ona
State with an injury -ridden second
ary.
The strength of this year’s defense
is in the secondary. Sophomores
Freddie Smith and Hesh Colar are
returning starters at the cornerback
and roverback positions. respectively. Ryan Rasnick is a four-year
starter at safety.
Rasnick has been hampered by an
ankle sprain that has caused him to
miss the first two weeks of practice.
He is not at full speed and will
only play sparingly. He is gradually
approaching the point where he can
play full time. Gilbert said.
Rasnick missed spring practice
due to arthroscopie surgery on his
left knee.
Rasnick is a two-tivne all -conference honoree and was second on last
season’s team in tackles with 90.
He is seven tackles shy of establishing a new schocil record for
tackles by a SJSU defensive back.
He has started in 36 consecutive
contests and can establish a school
record for starts by the end of the
season.
Sophomore cornerback Freddie
Smith is suffering from a shoulder
strain and is listed as possible for
Saturday’s game. Junior cornerback
Haamid Wadtxxl is listed as probable for Saturday’s game because of a
sore knee.
Smith has missed a great deal of
practice time and as a result probably won’t start. Juniors Eddie
Thonias and Paul Franklin will start
at the corners, Gilbert said.
-It’s been a very tight competition in the secondary," Gilbert said.
Last season Smith became the
first freshman to start at cornerback
since Gil Byrd did in 1979. He was
credited with 3/1 tackles and had two
fumble recoveries. He also ran back
two blix:ked punts for touchdowns.
Wadtxxi transferred to SJSU in
19149 after earning all -conference
honors the last two seasons at Santa
Monica College. As one of the
shortest Spartans, he will be in a battle for a starting role. But. he is
ready to play. Gilbert said.
The corners have been consistantly good in their man-to-man cov-

could not be reached tor comment
The Jammers, an expansion team in the Continental Basketball Asmiciation, were supposed to ploy
a three -on -three exhibition game in the arena, said
Ron Banrett. director of the Student Union.
The teani is currently in the final stages of negotiating a contract to use the Rec Center, but Barrett
said he did not know why the Jammers niissed their
Dadv Sport.% Editor Robert 1.%on
appearance.

EVERGREEN VALLEY

COLLEGE
Mini Semester
September

16

December

-

22

Earn extra credits at an extreordinary price
. . . $5 per unit
include:
Courses
DomesticViolence(Psychology)
Basic Logic
English Composition Mexican -American Culture
Principles of Income Tax
American History

Register today
Call (4 0 8 ) 270-6441
or visit the Admissions & Records Office
(Show SJSU ID for express registration.)

Evergreen Valley College
3095 Yerba Buena Road
San Jose, Califorinia 95135
Gina

Watson

flails, staff photographer

Safety Ryan Rasnick is one of three Spartans in the defensive secondary
to he injured. Ile is nursing a sprained ankle he injured during practice.
erage so far. This is critical because
of the style of detense SJSU plays.
Gilbert said. When they do well the
people up front can blit/.
"I think overall the secondary is
the best coverage group that SJSU
has had in years." he said. "However. it remains to be seen in
games."

Saturday night’s game is against
Arirona State University in Tempe.
Art/. at 7 p.m.
The Spartans will return home the
following week for their first Big
West Conference game of the sea
son. They will face the University ot
the Pacific at Spartan Stadium.
Game time is 1:30 p.m

Are We Glad
You’re Back?
Just Look How
Glad We Are!
Here, at the Pavilion Shops, it’s been pretty quiet without you.
So, the merchants of the Pavilion Shops have teamed up to
offer discounts just to prove how glad we are to have you back
in town! Just show your SJSU Student or Faculty ID at these
stores and save through September 30 1080
Potpourri, frames and German incense - 2 for 1 - from
Across the Bridge...Save 20(q, on Ray Bans from City
Sunglass...Save S5 on any S25 purchase from Crystal
Chalet...Happy Hour Margaritas S1.75 or Tequila
Sunrises just S1.95 from Ixtapa Bar...Have a Corona,
just S2.25 from Leaf’s...Save 20"i, on all purchases from
Looks Beauty Supply & Salon...A free boutiniere when
you buy a corsage over S15 from Marlowes...Free
genuine crystal pendant with any $10 purchase from
0 Mundo Do Brazil...A free balloon just for showing
your ID from Teddies-N-Tees...or Chinese Chicken
Salad, only S1.25 at Wok Express.

We’re Glad
You’re Back.
Macintosh
P us

Mac,tosh
SF

M.,
St 30

Frail
111111111111111111111

11111111111111111111f

We knew you couldn’t stay away. That you spent all
summer thinking about organic chemistry and Kafka.
That’s why we’re stocked up with the full selection of
Applefi Macintosh"’ personal computers. And just in time.
Because whatever you’re going to be doing in school
this year, there’s a Macintosh that can help you do it better.
From the popular Macintosh Plus to the expandable
Macintosh SE, students everywhere have learned that working
smarter and doing better in school can be as easy as pointing
and clicking.
Any one of our staff will be happy to show you the
Macintosh system that’s best suited to your needs and budget.
So welcome back. It’s been a long and lonely summer.
The power to be your best.’

Come in today to get details on back-to-school
bundles with very special pricing.

PAVILION
SHOPS

Spartan Bookstore Computer Department
408/924-1809

Heart of the New Downtown
First & San Fernando

Shop daily to 1117 ’,JIMA/I, I() ’la 6. and Sundav Noon Id 5.
Enter garage off Second Street.
Park two hours free with Pavilion Shotw’ validation.

Prices are for Full -Time Faculty, Staff and Studenu only Limitone system unit per customer. Not aced wth any
other offers, This ad created entirely on a Macintosh computer and LaserWrker printer.
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Eatery renovations
surprise students

Wall of freedom

1

otiPft
1411’4

Ry Tony Mercado
Daily staff writer
A newly renovated Student Union
cafeteria greeted returning students
Iasi month. catching most by surprise.
Nanci [seri, a broadcast journalism major, admitted being "totally
surpnsed" by the way the cafeteria
looks, but added that "it was designed nicely."
The food services department
niade several changes over the summer to improve traffic flow, air circulation and lighting, and in the process altered the entire appearance of
the cafeteria.
Initial plans for the renovation
began in summer 1988. according to
Jerry Mimnaugh, director of food
services. Expenses for the job were
originally estimated at between
$450.000 to S500010, he said.
However, project coordinators
soon realized that the work would
cost a minimum of $750,(XXE or
$300,0(81 more than the first estimate, Mimnaugh said. The renovation was temporarily put on hold to
give food services people time to develop an affordable plan. he said.
The university then contracted
David l.ee and Associates to modify
the original design.
"The result was a figure which
came back in our ball park." Mimnaugh said.
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Nollendoris - Daily stall photographer

"[Ake Vanderzumtg, an education graduate student, gives out cards at China rally

Small town
bans classic
from school
BORON, Calif. (AP) - Boron
High School students banned from
reading "The Catcher in the Rye,"
a novel about adolescent anger, will
instead be assigned "Fahrenheit
451," a fiction about a future society that burns hooks,
A recent school hoard decision
banned the 1951 novel by JD. &flinger about teen-ager Holden Caulfield. because parents and activist%
complained about the profanity and
perceived anti -family values in the
book.
English teacher Shelley Keller Gage said she chose to replace the
"Fahrenheit 451," a scitxxik
ence -fiction novel by Ray Bradbury.
that portrays a mind -controlled
burn
ture where ’firefighters’’
hooks allti society is dominated by
television.
"I taught ’Fahrenheit 451’ last
fall." Ms. Keller -Gage said "I’m
not doing it in relation to the school
board decision It is an ironic com
cidence. you might say."
The school hoard voted 4 -to- I
remove Salingers novel last month
a 70 -book. high school as
signed reading list in their district ot
)))))) is a de
about ION) student%
serti:ommunay in the Antelope Val
ley, about 75 miles northeast ot
downtroan Los Angeles
1 don’t consider this a ban. said school board President Jiiii
Summers. "We restricted it. that’s
true. But the book is in the library
More kids are going to read it noyy
As a result of all this. Arid they’re
going to get a tine education without
that book on the reading list "
Summers. who praised Keller
Gage’s teaching skills, said cum
plaints trom at least 20 parents sur
faced about the book last spring.
Local resident and religious :wiry
1st Patty Salaiar. v.ho has not read
the book, said she was in favor ot
the restnction
"It uses the Lord’s name in vain
200 limes... she said. "That’s
enough reason to han it right there
They say rt describes reality. I say
let’s back up Iron’ reality. Let’s go
hack v. anis

Elks to vote on racial barriers
LOMPOC, Calif. (AP)
An
Elks Lodge that barred two blacks
from joining was scheduled to vote
again Tuesday and was expected to
admit the two Melt after their earlier
rejection was met by member resignations and public condemnation.
Joe Martin and Eniest Hutchinson
applied fin membership to the local
Elks Lodge about six months ago.
Floth were rejected because of an old
rule that provides for a veto based on
three opposition votes. although a
majority of the 1,700-member lodge
voted for them.
"This three -vote blackball system
has definitely been used to keep out
minorities." said Gary Stanley. a
Lompoc optician who first sponsored Martin for membership

Several groups in Lomptx: severed relations with the Elks. and the
California attorney general’s office
investigated the lodge for possible
civil nghts violations.
"If they are rejected again. that
will be the death knell for the lodge
in Lompoc." said James Huseman.
who resigned from the Elks because
of the controversy. "People around
here already have withdrawn a lot ot
support for the lodge, and it will
take years for the community to get
over this...

GIVE YOURSELF SOME CREDIT
Help
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" Rock ’n Roll Barbers"
TUES

RI 9 AM

6PM, SAT 8AM

4 PM

318 South 10th Street. San Jose 279-9955
(Next to Robert’s Book Store)

10 % off Nexxus Products
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EGA 286 SYSTEM
from the dealer who s been around since 83
same location same people and same service

-fREE MOUSE and 640K MEMORY UPGRADE

EGA COLOR SYSTEM
Complete
System for only

80286 Al Compathla
220 wan Power Supply
4’ EGA monitor
swivel
20 Mb Hard Disk Dr,ve
i 2 Mb Floppy Do* Drive
Clock Calendar
Si2KbRAM
101 Keyboard
Para141 Serial ports
DOS 3 3 II Ratko

The VANGUARD is the NOT alternative to sofa -beds, that easily changes from sofa, to chaise, to bed in
seconds It’s more compact, more versatile, more funl Complete with 61/2" thick 12 layer staple cotton blend
futon The Futon Shop, the Bay Area’s leader in sofa -bed alternatives with more than 40 exciting style/wood
c ombinations and 300 interchangable decorative covers Sit, Lounge, Sleep, RELAX, On a futon today’

9245
Limited Quantity

The -

A & K Computers 244-4811
.);arattNla AvP SJ

PEN MON

Depend on Ilanko’s.
Binding
Full & Self Serve Copies
Fax Service
Office Supplies

kinkoss’
the copy center
481 E. San Carlos St.
Between 10th & 1 1th St
295-5511
310 S. Third St.
Across from McDonalds
295-4336
Sarvices may vary by location

racist sentiment out there, he said.

"Everything was finished on time
and on budget,’ he said. "I think it
has accomplished what we set out to
do. We’ve improved the environment and serviced additional customers during peak times.’

NEW YORK (API -- Alexander Haig will reveal in a futhat he was the
tUre
"Iteep Throat" source for
many newspaper stories about
Watergate. according to a published report.
Haig will disclose his role in
his memoirs, to be published in
Books,
Warner
by
1992
unidentified
to
according
sources in today’s Daily News.
Haig. a former general, former secretary of state and former presidential candidate, also
was President Nixon’s last
chief of staff.
He has denied he was "Deep
Throat,’’ the source who
Washington Post reporter Bob
Woodward said met him in
parking garages to convey information about the Watergate
scandal.
He reportedly will be paid
S2.5 million for the book, to be
named "Inner Circles." the
newspaper said.
"Deep Throat" was the key
informer Washington Post reponers Wtkodward and Carl
Bernstein used for their Pulitzer
Prize-winning articles uncovering the 1972 Watergate scandal.

KEN’S HUBB BARBER SHOP(.7

Seven Days A Week
Macintosh* Rental
Emergencies
Overflow Work
Collating

At the annual Elks convention in
July, the national membership approved a proposal by the Lompoc
lodge to change the voting system.
allowing a two-thirds majority to decide new membership admissions.
Martin and Hutchinson are expected to be approved. but some
members have reportedly waged a
campaign to repeat their rejection.
"Somebody out there has been
making anonymous phone calls to
members telling them: We have to
show up at the meeting anti vote to
keep these people out. " said Flruce
Shumer, a Lonipoc real estate businessman who first sponsored Hutchinson for membership.
"1 don’t think they’ll succeed.
But. unfortunately . there is still a

With a $100,000 contnbution
from the Student tlnion Board of Di
rectors and money set aside in a re
serve account, laborers were able to
begin early this summer to transforni
the cafeteria.
Major changes were made to
nearly double the service area. Five
to six cash registers now handle the
heavy task of servicing students during the peak hours in the afternoon.
The salad bar and deli were moved
into the service area itself, and specialty bars, which include Asian and
Mexican ftxid, have been added.
Although there was no increase in
seating, the reallocation of space allows
for
more
freedom
ot
movement, a cafeteria cashier said.
Extra lights were added to give
the dining room a much brighter appearance, and an air purifier was installed in the smoking area on the
south side of the cafeteria.
Food prices have increased an average of 4 percent, but Mimnaugh
stressed that rising prices were a response to normal business practices
and were not due to the renovation
project.

Was Al Haig
Watergate’s
’Deep Throat’?
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HOTEL EMPLOYMENT AVAILABLE
The Doubletree Hotel at the Santa Clara Convention Center is currently
accepting applications for Full and Part -Time positions in the
following departments:
Gaffe Milano Restaurant
Engineering
Kitchen

Sticks Restaurant
Chip’s Nightclub
Banquets

We Offer:
Very Competitive Wages
Flexible Schedules
Complimentary Meals
Paid Vacation

401K Savings Plan
Employee Airline Fares
Complimentary Hotel Room
Paid Sick Days

Room Service
Bellstaff
Front Office

Educational Re.mbursement
Paid Holidays
Credit Union
Health Insurance

Interested applicants should apply in person at the Human Resources
department Monday through Friday between 9:00 AM and 4:00 PM.
We are located at the north end of the Light Rail Transit Line across
from Great America Theme Park.

10400
DOUBLETREE HOTEL
SANTA CLARA
Equal Opportunity Employer
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Facility will
monitor for
radioactivity

Page 7

Teachers return
in Sacramento

LOS ANGELF.S (AP)
A division of Rockwell International Corp.
has agreed to monitor radioactivity
at its Santa Susana Field Laboratory.
where a recent federal survey uncov
ered soil and ground water contamination, a newspaper reported today.
The
agreement.
reportedly
reached at the U.S. Environmental
Protection Agency’s regional headquarters in San Francisco Monday.
calls for the Rocketdyne division to
test animals and vegetation around
the facility in Simi Valley. according to a report in today’s editions of
the Los Angeles Daily News.
It also calls for Rocketdyne to test
for radioactive hydrogen in monitoring wells at the plant about 30 miles
northwest of downtown Los Angeles. EPA officials said.
The newspaper also repocted that
Rocketdyne will submit to a review
of its radiation nionitoring by a
group of scientists froni outside the
company.
"They have agreed to a peer review and to implement any final recommendations (by the review
team)," said Richard VaiIle, assistant regional toxic.: director for the
EPA.
The agreement between Rocket dyne. the EPA and the Department
of Energy was prompted by concerns expressed by the federal environmental officials and Simi Valley
residents.
An Energy Department environmental survey this spring revealed
chemical contamination of soil and
ground water and radioactive soil
contamination near a 290-acre nuclear research facility on laboratory
grounds.
The survey said it posed no danger to the public. however.
But Simi Valley officials and residents pressured the federal agency
and Rocketdyne to disclose the possible threats to the environment and
the people who live nearby.
In addition. an internal EPA report revealed a need to overhaul the
company’s environmental monitoring programs.
Gregg D. Dempsey, chief of the
EPA’s field studies branch and author of the critical report. said the
planned peer review team will be
chosen from a list prepared by the
Rocketdyne and approved by the

Aaron Malchow
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Tentative agreement lefties issue
until union holds contract vote
SACRAMENTO (AP)
Teachers in the Sacramento City Unified School District ended a
week-old strike and returned to
work Tuesday after union and
district representatives reached a
tentative contract agreement.
"The strike has been called
off," said Paula Caplinger of the
Sacramento City Teacher.. Association. "We have a tentative agreement as m. this morning. Everybody’s hack to work.
"It feels wonderful." Caplinger said. "It’s been very
tense around here lately .
Teachers will vote Thursday
whether to accept a contract that
offers them a 10 percent pay raise
this year and 6.4 percent increase, including rising benefit
costs. next year. Caplinger said.
The agreement also covers
class size and working conditions
for the 2,301) teacher.. instructing
47.0(X) students in the district,
she said.
Earlier Monday union representatives turned down an offer
that the district said was its final
and hest offer.
But Pat Walden, SCIA president, said the latest proposal%
would he recommended to the
teachers for acceptance. Approval is expectedafter a long and

.441

agonizing night of bargaining.
Substitutes. administrator% and
non -striking teachers have kept
schools open %ince the strike
began on Sept. 5. the first day of
school. But the quality of classroom work has been criticized by
the striking teachers and many
parents.
The bargaining talks began in
secret at I p.m. Sunday. 21/2 days
after negotiations broke off. and
tine day before trustees were
scheduled to adopt a budget for
the 19)(9-90 school year. A
SCIA spokeswoman said negotiators met under a gag agreement
with (he mediator.
The two sides had split over
salaries, class -size limitations.
hiring deadlines for new teachers.
dropping of two major union
grievance% and other issues.
Sacramento city teachers’ salaries range from $21,1467 to $40.000.
A parents group supponing the
strike had called for a one -day
student boycott Monday. but the
district said it was still counting
how many of its 47,000 students
were absent.
Trustees were scheduled to
adopt a $205 million budget for
1989-90. which set aside $11
million for employee raises.
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Meat-eating bees ravage
Northern California towns

"It is a group of scientist% respected in their field who run laboratories in a similar fashion in the
Dempsey said.
United States.’
"They will make a recommendation
based on the site and the needs tor
(additional) monitoring
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LOS ANGELES (AP)
CaliforMans are getting practice for the approaching killer hee invasion by
dealing with large airborne battalions of hostile yellow jacket wasps.
"Those suckers are eating us
alive," said Ruth Budesa. a resident
of the Northern California town of
Sonora.
The meat -eating yellow jacket.
also known as the nieat bee. has
been sending large numbers of
human sting victims to hospital% this
year, and at least one horse has died
after disturbing a wasp nest, officials said.
I.ast weekend. more than 20 sting
victims sought aid at the Yosemite
National Park medical clinic, in -

L 1 .

eluding a woman sent into shock by
the venom of the pesky wasp.
Park rangers say more than 100
people have been treated for wasp
stings in the past three weeks.
"This, in my I() year% of experience, is the worst I’ve ever seen for
meat bees." said Ed Heneveld. who
treats patients at the Tahoe Forest
Hospital
emergency
room
in
Truckee. "I’ve treated five people
myself who have been stung inside
the mouth. ’
Entomologists say the niild winter
contributed
thc problem because
it allowed more wasps to survive.
This time of year is also dangerous
because the wasps are stockpiling
supplies for the coming winter
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upermarkets say no to pesticide
SAN FRANCISCO ( Al’i
Foe
supermarket chains have allied
themselves with environmentalists
to rid their produce of dangerous
pesticides by 1995.
Petrinis, Railey’s and three other
chains signed pacts. authored by the
Boston -based National Toxic.. Campaign, pledging to phase out sales of
fruits and vegetables sprayed with
pesticides linked to cancer and other
toxic effects.
"This is a private market response to g,overnment’s failure."
said Michael Picker. West Coast director of Me NatiOnal ToXics Campaign.
Food industry leaders charged the
firms were using consumer fears to
gain an edge on the market. and fed-

eral regulators said the supermarkets
were stepping outside their boundaries.
"Rhetoric that fuels public reaction benefits no one.- declared a
statement by the Depanment of Agriculture. the Environniental Protection Agency and the Food and Drug
Administration.
The agencies said the stores are
trying to "put the onus for pesticide
regulations inappropriately on the
U.S. grocery industry."
The move follows a major study
released by the National Academy
of Sciences that said farmers could
cut back on pesticide use without affecting productivity and profits. The
study also said that federal farm policies encourage farmers to keep

using the chemicais.
The pledge% were written by the
Consumer Pesticide Project. a San
Francisco -bawd arm of the National
Toxic% Campaign. which works
with dozens of environmental
groups nationwide on issues such as
toxic waste and air pollution.
The group asked hundreds of grocery chains to sign the pledge and
will continue to pressure them to do
so. Pickner said.
The ot ter grocery chains that
have signed the pledge are: Previte()
Inc.. Canada’s second largest grocery outlet: ARCO in Arizona; and
Flread and Circus, a small chain in
the Boston area.
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Protest
/ triti

1:1’

glad they’re out there sci
i students) ale :Mare.’ he said
"(The A S is still aware ot the
We could’ve put the
o rruns
$100.000 in (compact discs) and
used the money to pay for some of
the oserruns. instead ot using it to
;MC, Walters said
The vice president was referring
to an unsuccessful lawsuit filed by
hist years A S board in an attempt
to I (tree the California State University chancellor’s office to unfree/e a
legal fund the board had set aside to
help investigate
Center cost
overruns
Ongoing colonisers) about the
extra Rec. Centel 4.111iS halt a "great
I

%r e

Fruit fly
ion /mime I
the medtly through the len, 01 a 70 S1111.1I
millimeter home s ideo
IS
in Cal donna
II). S 1980
inSleeker has filmed fruit
cluding inedflies. all over the state
for instructional purposes and for
use by the State Department of Nxici
(FDA) on a comand Agi
pletely solumary basis. The time he
spent t dining the spraying Friday
was also volunteered.
"I’d compare the medfly to a
human form of cancer. . . it’s
,oniething you just have to stamp
out
at great cost," Stecker said.
He added that SIMI students and
alimmi were an intricate part of the

Cheating
/ rum ihic /
something to the students that they,
Moran said of the
can really
new pamphlet
The policy state, that it "shall be
published in the Schedule 01 Classes
for each seniestei , the Genoa! Catalog. t ’rider giachiate Studies and
Genet al Catalog. Graduate Stud Student, on campus had mixed re-

111t1UVICC
forming the
SIPA. Vs’ashington said
"There weir enough arguments
(about the Rec. Center) that it needed
to be done... he said
Cost escalations related to any.
ture budding protects would not be
tolerated. Washington said.
The SFPA is also protesting the
fact that student% are paying to use
the Rec. Center, in addition to cosering construction costs. through Stu,
dem Union fees. Full -how students
currently pay $71 per semester in
Student Union tee%
Faculty who wis.h to use the facility are charged $50 per semester
tor the privilege. However. Washington said he believed they should
hase to pay more. since student fees
ate so high.
But Washington, director of the

team that helped stamp out the agricultural pest in the early 1980s
"We have a phenomenal thread
through this." Sleeker said "We
literally have do/ens of our people
IN very important positions."
For example, former SISU graduate student Karen Korwin now
works for We FDA in Sacramento.
he said.
Stecker has traveled to Los Angeles and the sunrounding area four
times at his own expense to film various fruit -fly species, which number 1.400. Ile is dedicated to infornring the public about the
important role insects play in everyday life and in nature’s food chain,
he said.
"KW and shelter are the most
important things. We spent 15 per-

sismses to the policy and elf orts to
make it tome readily available.
Millie Clarke, a junior majoring
in communications. felt such a pamphlet was a long time coming
"It can be very confusing for
some students, especially in the area
of plagiarism. Clarke said. "I’m
glad something has been done to
keep awareness high."
Freshman Randy Phillip% said he
felt the pamphlet was a little es
treme. and that some students would

A.S public relation% board until his
resignation last month. said he is
seeking to combat all even bigger
problem afflicting college campuses
across the country: student apathy.
"Someone must try to champion
the issues trom the perspective of
students . . Most students don’t
get involved,’ Washington said.
The theme of the SFPA is "apathy is decreasing and activism is increasing... he said.
Washington would like &NU to
be a "model campus" for other ("alifornia State Universities. and he
hopes students at other campuses
will form new chapters of SIPA.
The club fias a membership of 30
students, but it is "open to all who
have valid arguments. including
SPA; faculty and stall," Washington said.

cent ot our income after taxes on
food." Stecker said, adding that
California cannot afford to risk its
$16 million commodity market for
the medfly.
Though Sleeker acknowledged
the importance of eradicating the
medfly, he expressed concern over
the media’s "hype" of the medfly
issue and of the potential dangers of
malathion
K11111111011 IS an organic’ pesticide
against which the Mediterranean
fruit fly has no natural defense.
Stecker said. Mammals. on the other
hand, have an eniyme that breaks it
down.
"Malathion is an organophos
phate that doesn’t essentially affect
our physiology." he said. "It’s a
perfectly safe thing."
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be intimidated by it.
"Everyone knows cheating is a
serious thing in college, but I don’t
think the administration has to throw
it in our faces," he said.
Most instructors who were contacted have yet to read the pamphlet,
but saw it as a positive step towah,
greater student awareness.
Pamphlets are available at the Office of Mc Dean irl’ Students Services
and at information centers around
campus.

Style Shampoo
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15 oz., LIMIT 2

Fewer minorities taking SAT
NI.W YORK (API - - Nearly a
dec ade of progress on the Scholastic.
Aptitude Test by female and trilliums youngsters stalled during the
1,1,1 school year The nation’s top
education official termed the results
disheartening "
Stati St IC s presented by ’The (’01lege Hoard on Monday show a widening race and gender gap among
the 1.088.223 high school students
who took the SAT in 1989:
White student% in the high
school class of 1989 gamed 2 points
on their combined SAT scores to
937. and now aserage 200 points
higher than blacks whose math -verbal scores were unchanged from the
previous year at 737.
Women’s combined scores
dipped 2 points to 875 Male test

takers averaged 934. I point higher
than a year earlier.
For all students. SAT average%
showed little change for the fourth
consecutive year. Average verbal
scores dropped a point to 427 from
1988; math scores were unchanged
at 476. I or a combined 903.
The combined national averages
have changed little since 1985 when
they hit 906
Average composite scores on the
ACT Assessment. the college entrance test that predominates in 28
mostly Midwestern and Western
states. clipped 0.2 point in 1989. to
18.6. Averages on the four-part
exam, assessing English. math. social studies and natural science
skills, are scored (rn a scale of 1-35.
The results were "disheartening

at the end of a decade marked by
substantial education reform et forts... said U.S. F.ducation Secre
tars, Lauro F. Cavazos.
The scores, Cavazos said. pointed
to "an urgent need to restructure the
nation’s elementary and secondary
schools, to create intellectual oppor
(unities for all. ’

Imported From Mexico,
6-12 oz. Cans, SAVE $1.98 on 2
013.99 per case)

Critics led by the (7anibridge.
Mass. -based "FairTest" say SAT
questions tend to cover subjects that
male and affluent test-takers are
more likely. to he familiar with.

SEPTEMBER

5

00c
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The latest results also were certain
to fuel the perennial debate over
whether the tests are valid predictors
of college success. anti whether. as
critics insist. the tests are biased
against females and minorities.
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